
liminary relief proceedings alleging infringement by

Garmin of a European registered design owned by
~~ "om, The court also ordered TomTom to pay

G~.,nin 37,000 euros to cover attorney fees for
defending the preliminary relief proceedings.
Garmin's lawsuit against TomTom for infringement of
five Garmin patents is proceeding in the U.5. District
Court for the Western District of Wisconsin and the
trial is scheduled for February 2007. Garmin has
also recently filed a lawsuit against TomTom in the
U.5. District Court for the Eastern District of Texas
for infringement of a sixth Garmin patent. After the
Wisconsin lawsuit was filed, TomTom, which does
not hold any U.5. patents for technology it devel-
oped itself, purchased three U.5. patents from

Horizon Navigation, Inc. and then asserted these
patents in a counterclaim in the Wisconsin lawsuit.
Garmin has also filed a lawsuit against TomTom in
the Netherlands seeking a declaration of non-
infringement of the European registered design that
was asserted by TomTom in the preliminary relief
proceedings. In addition, Garmin has filed a lawsuit
against TomTom in the United Kingdom to invalidate
a UK patent owned by TomTom. Garmin currently
o~ 285 U.5. patents and 3 European registered
( ns and has 165 patent applications pending.
Garmin was recently selected as an inaugural con-
stituent of the Ocean Tomo 300 Patent Index based
on the value of Garmin's patent portfolio.

www.garmin.com

People

Professor Stig Enemark New President FIG
Prof. Stig Enemark from Aalborg University has been

elected as the
President of FIG for
the term of office
1.1.2007-31.12.2010.

The election was
made at the FIG
General Assembly in

Munich, Germany '3
October 2006. At

the election there
were also !WO other
candidates: Mr. Ken

Allred from Canada
and Mr. T. N. Wong
from Hong Kong
SAR, China. In his

presentation speech to the General Assembly before
the elections Prof. Enemark described his motto: "I

suggest that we fly high and keep our feet on the
ground at the same time." By this Prof. Enemark
means that "FIG must be able to interact with the
key players in the field such as the UN agencies, the
World Bank, and sister organizations. We should also
be able to interact with politicians at national level to
improve and promote the basic conditions for our
services and our role in society. And we should of
course interact in a dialogue with the individual
member associations and the individual surveyors to
make FIG a relevant and a proud icon for our profes-
sion." Prof. Enemark has proposed an overall theme
for the next period of office 'Building the Capacity'.

What he proposed to be included under this theme
is explained in more detail in his promotion flyer:

www.fig.net/coundllenemark papersJnlf!-
screen-version.pdf
www.fig.net

GeoEye Appoints R. (lapper to Board of Directors
GeoEye announced the appointment of retired Air
Force Lieutenant General james R. Clapper, jr. to its
Board of Directors. Clapper was the first civilian direc-
tor ol' the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
(NGA). Highlights of his military career include serving

as the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, in
addition to a variety of intelligence-related position s
including Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence and
Headquarters USAF,during Operations Desert

Shield/Desert Storm.

www.geoeye.com

Peter ter Haar Ordnance Survey's new Director
of Products
Ordnance Survey has
appointed a new
Director of Products to
lead the strategic
development of its
customer-driven portfo-

lio of geographic infor-
mation. Peter ter Haar

will be responsible for
all aspects of produet
management including
produet marketing,
engineering, cartogra-
phy and supply. He
has more than 18

Industry News

years' experience in product management and busi-
ness development in both the public and private sec-

tors in GIS, location-based services and mobile tech-
nology. Recent roles include being head of GIS at the
City of Amsterdam and senior produet and technical

management roles in Geodan, Autodesk Europe and
Intergraph Europe.

www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk

John O'Hara Executive Vice President of
International Operations Maplnfo
Maplnfo Corporation appointed john O'Hara to
Executive Vice President of International Operations.

In this role, Mr. O'Hara will lead Maplnfo's expansion
strategies in Europe, the Middle East, Africa (EMEA)
and Asia Pacific, and implement Maplnfo's global

strategy focused on key vertical markets across these
geographies to best serve its global customers.
O'Hara joins Maplnfo from Microsoft, where he

served as General Manager, Enterprise and Partner
Group for Microsoft UK where he was responsible for
sales and services to Microsoft's enterprise cus-
tomers. Prior to Microsoft, O'Hara served as Vice

President of Worldwide Sales and Operations for
Pivotal Corporation, a leading provider of CRM solu-
tions to the mid enterprise, and spent 11 years at
Lotus Development Group and IBM.

www.mapinfO.com

Conferences & Meetings

Intergraph 2007
Intergraph 2007 will be held May 21-24, 2007 in
Nashville, Tennessee. In its second year, this interna-
tional conference will be built around the theme
'Realize Your Vision', exploring how customers across
the globe are using Intergraph's spatial information
management software to address today's challenges
but also those of tomorrow. Key executives and users
from Intergraph's global customer and partner com-
munity will participate in industry-specific programs

exploring best practices developed to maximize the
benefits of their Intergraph software solutions.
Participants will have the opportunity to share in
hands-on training and networking, to discuss and

evaluate applications of Intergraph's geospatial tech-
nology and engineering software -- from international

user, partner, and Intergraph perspectives.
www.intergraph2007.com

Florian Fiseher

Latest News? Visit www.geoinformatics.com

New Staff Members Geolnformatics
We are happy to announce that two neweditors have
joined the editorial crew of Geolnformatics. We met with
Florian Fiseher (ffischer@geoinformatics.com) in Munich

during INTERGEO after having been in contact via email
for some time. Fisher was introduced by EGEA as a
potential candidate for writing reviews of well-known
GIS software. Meanwhile, he submitted his first article on
recent trends in the GIS sector detected at INTERGEO
(see pages 6 and 7 of our October/November issue).
Our other new crew member is job van Haaften
Gvanhaaften@geoinformatics.com). job studied Geology
and Communication in Utrecht (the Netherlands). He is
a skilled writer and has worked for several reputated
newspapers and magazines. There is a fair chance that

same af you will meet Job and/ar Florian at conferences

and meetings during the next year!

December 2006 re:; E O'nformatics



Interview

"Geospatial Information Technolo
Geospatial Perspectives From One of Today's Most Influe

At the end of December 2006, Prof. Dr-Ing Holger Magel will bring his tenure as the President of FIG for the past four years, to a

close. Magel has played, and continues to play, a significant part in championing the role of the surveyor in today's global

geospatial community. Geolnformatics asked him his views on the future of the profession and the challenges facing FIG today.

by Frank Artes

Holger Magel: "Personally I am vel}' happy with the progress FIG has made as an international body and as the 'global mother of all surveyors and surveying' ".

FIG has an official presence in more than
110 countries and as such is recognized
as a leading representative by many UN
agencies. In this regard, what do you
see as FIG's role in the global economy?

Holger Magel (HM): The role of FIG has

increased remarkably during the last four

years, to the point where we are truly a global

federation. This is not just the result of a

membership expansion (more than 20 new
member associations) but also because of the

focus of our work and the actions we have
taken. Today FIG is a major partner, or as it

has even been expressed, a premium partner

6 re:; E O'nformafic, December 2006

for example with the Food and Agriculture

Organization (FAO) and UN-Habitat, on all

issues related to land and property. This is

partly because FIG is the only truly internation-

al National Government Organization (NGO) in

this fieid, which is composed of both aca-

demics and practitioners.

Our success is based on our own activities in

promoting secure ten ure, sustainability and the

UN Millennium Development Goals. The role of

land issues has increased dramatically now

that the international community and national

governments recognize the importance of
tenure in solving the economic and social

problems in developing countries: without

secure ten ure there is no investment and no

economic progress. In technical fieids we work

in des e cooperation with other international

organizations. FIG also has expertise in corn-

bining technical and GIS knowledge to man-

agement issues, which are of tremendous ben-

efit. I am happy that FIG was in the first row

when we established the Joint Board of

Geospatial Information Societies OBGIS) in

Cairo, in 2005, which I am currently chairing.

What is the biggest challenge facing FIG

in today's dlmate of global urbanization
in what is ofte n referred to as the
urban-rural divide?



Interview

g'-J a Means to More Democracy"
ntial Figures

HM: Perhaps the biggest contribution that

FIG has brought to this discussion is that

problems in urban growth cannot be solved

in the cities alone. Instead, a new kind of

dialogue is needed between those actors in

urban and rural areas and the concrete

actions of joint development. Ongoing argu-

ment on this topic should be replaced with

fruitful cooperation. Traditionally the urban

and rural issues have been discussed in dif-

ferent fora. The truth is that the biggest

problems facing human kind are in mega

Aes, especially in Africa and Asia, and are

, .rnarily a result of migration from rural

areas. Therefore, we have to solve both the

problems found in the countryside and the

challenges of the urban slums. Since the

Regional Conference 2003 in Morocco, FIG

has started to focus on the topic of rural-

urban-interrelationship and has published

the important Marrakech Declaration. The

other factor that needs much more attention

is how we can solve the challenges in

coastal zones. Most of the world's popula-

tion lives in cities and a large part will be

living in coastal areas that are expected to

face a big threat from global climate change.

You recently attended the Geoinformatics
2006 conference in Wuhan, China.
As a country much in the public eye
v4l:h a thriving economic engine and
__ mendous growth potential, what is
the current status of China's geospatial
industry?

HM: I was impressed by the high standard of

the Chinese GIS and ICT community, which
was demonstrated at this, now very interna-

tional, conference. The best proof of growing

Chinese expertise and its worldwide appreci-

ation are experts like Vincent Tao, who has

studied in Wuhan and who is now working
with Microsoft in Seattle, and responsible for

Virtual Earth. I could mention some other

Chinese colleagues who are working in the

States or elsewhere thus demonstrating the

changed status of China. Let me cite a

European scientist with worldwide reputa-

tion, who said to me on the occasion of the

:~'lressive Geoinformatics conference 2006:

" you want to see the future af and the
driving forces in Geoinformation you have to

go to Asia, especially to China."

Latest News? Visit www.geoinformatics.com

In recent years there has been a decline
in the enrollment of students entering
the Geomatics tieid. Can you attribute a
reason for this?

HM: One of the main concerns in FIG is how to

attract more students and young people to the

profession. This was why I visited the

International Geodetic Students Meeting (lGSM)

in Cracow, Poland, this year encouraging the

students to join FIG events much more. It was

really great that we had many more students

at FIG 2006 in Munich than ever before. Our

problem is that we have had too few students

for many years - at least in developed coun-

tries. The basic problem is that we have to

compete with other professions that sometimes

are, or at least look, more fashionable. And the

basic public infrastructures and private houses,

which have to be measured, are already built.

Students are very well aware of the employ-

ment market and trends in the job market, and

of the attractiveness of a job.
Surveyors have not been successful in market-

ing their profession. There is even an unclear

profile or wrong image of a merely cadastre

surveyor and the image of a job with less influ-

ence. Too few students know that there are

many attractive fields in the surveying branch

such as in real estate management and

GIS/GIM or outer space activities. Traditional

surveying has not been that attractive. To me

the question is not that much about defini-
tions: surveying is still a good term and after

the first boom of launching 'geomatics' it has

not really changed the interest in the market.

That has also happened in Germany. We

should indicate much more clearly that there is

also a big demand for surveyors in mature

markets because so many surveyors will be

retiring in Europe during the next 5-10 years.

The profession has to be promoted as being

more attractive and rewarding as a profession
of 'well-grounded specialized generalists'.

More than ever we publicly should demon-

strate our large range of responsibilities, activi-

ties and related education according to my

favourite metaphor: from the single parcel to

the planet Mars. There are chances for every-

body. When discussing the Westem European

and US situation where we have had too few

students for many years we often forget that
the profession is very attractive in most devel-

oping economies. But even there the profes-

sion also has to broaden its range of activities

and education. That was my message at the

50th Anniversary celebration of the (former)

Wuhan Technical University for Surveying and

Mapping in October 2006.

From an educational standpoint, how do
you see the future of surveying,
particularly with the rapid technological
advances being made in measurement,
positioning and imaging systems?

HM: During my terms as FIG Vice- and as

President I have ofte n spoken about the broad

basis in the surveying education and profes-

sion. Academics in this profession should have

a broad education and at the same time go

into details in certain field of expertise. It is

true that the demand for traditional field sur-
veyors will go down (due to 'black boxes') and

that this work will mostly be done by crafts-

men with lower education. We need however

to remember that there will always be a need

for engineering surveyors, geodesists, GIS,

land management and other experts in a lot of

state, private, business and even societal sec-

torso Our strength in the future will be in com-

bining technical ski lls and social and manage-

rial skills. The need for improved management

skills is number one in merging markets, and

to get a better public and social reputation

surveyors need more awareness and openness
to politics and society. They have to better

understand the world.

Various geospatial disciplines, such as
surveying, photogrammetry, GIS, and
geodesy, are merging under the
Geomatics umbrella. Do you see
individual identities and industry
expertise being lost as a result,
particularly with today's emphasis on
automation across the industry?

HM: As mentioned I am not sure whether the

trend to describe the whole profession as

'geomatics' is completely correct (for Gerrnany

for example I would deny this completely) and

that this will be the real trend also in the

fut ure. Most of the disciplines involved in 'geo-

matics' are per se multidisciplinary. Of course,

as automation moves on, all disciplines
involved in 'geomatics' are refocusing their

fields of work but I don't see any individual

December 2006 t EOlnformatics 7
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The need for improved management skiIls is number one in merginf~

markets, and to get a better public and social reputation surveyors

need more awareness and openness to politics and society. They have

to better understand the world.

industry expertise lost at all. Even with rapid

technological changes in individual professions

they still have their own characters.

Cooperation of professions is an ongoing
trend. A solid education including IT and rnath-

ematics are the common ground for all these

professions. The cooperation among geospa-

tial sciences, as I have mentioned earlier, is

well established on an international level

UBGIS is an impressive example).

Geoinformation is something that will be need-

ed in almost all professions and it will not be

an umbrella only for traditional land-related

professions. Geoinformation is a tool which is

used more and more by everybody and not

just seen as the identity of one particular pro-

fession. There must be more: such as the

identity of a land manager who uses GIS or

the identity of a valuer who also uses GIS etc.

Why do you think it has taken so long
for business and government to recog-
nize GIS technology as a mainstream
information tool?

HM: GIS technology has been well recognized

for at least 10 years but most of the efforts

and investments have addressed only the level

of single departments or single institutions. In

recently overcoming the 'silo' mentality there is

now added value in institutional cooperation
on different administrative leveis on different

scales. Let me demonstrate a popular exam-

pie: IMAGI in Germany is aiming at Spatial

Information infrastructure on a national level

similar to the activities on European level

(lNSPIRE-initiative) and on a global level

(Global Monitoring for Environment and
Security, GMES). All that requires a cooperation

of institutions across professional boundaries.

On the other hand GIS has always been very

demanding as far as hardware resources, the

(financial) effort for collecting (purchasing)

geospatial data, and personnel training are

concerned. Therefore GIS has for a long time

been a tool for specialists. Web technology

and free access to spatial data help leverage

GIS technology. GIS is now an accepted tech-

nology and is on its way to becoming a mass

media. We ean also blame ourselves as we

have been speaking 'technology' instead of

'politi es' or the language of decision-makers

and media. That should be a serious warning

for our profession. The topic of Land

Information Systems (LIS) had already been

discussed in 1978 at a FIG seminar of com mis-

sion 3 in Darmstadt, Germany. But it was all

too introverted. Nobody realized that surveyors

belonged to the pioneers of LIS and GIS.

Geospatial Information for Sustainable
Development was a key focus in your
address at Map Asia, 2006. Was it aimed
primarily at developing economies or d"~
you think it also has relevance gtoball,

HM: My address at Map Asia was not only

aimed at developing economies. In any

country a high percentage of political decisions

has a spatial component and impacts the

environment. Making good decisions requires

access to high quality geospatial information.

Today, more and more spatial information and

related technologies are available to all citi-

zens (GIS-non-experts). Access to geospatial

information means empowering citizens

because they are bette r informed about their

environment, ean bette r assess the effects of

political decisions and have therefore a bette r

background for political participation - a key

prerequisite for sustainable development. My

message for the developing countries is that

spatial information is a key infrastructure sirr'

lar to road networks 100 years ago. Countrie,

with lower GDP are more often wasting their

resources by not tuning investments in spatial

information. The issue that I also want to raise

when discussing developing countries is the

role of good governance in relation to GIS

and promoting sustainable development.

Geospatial Information Technology is even a

means to more democracy.

What do you see as the major trends
developing within today's geospatial
community - where is the industry
headed in the next 10 years?

HM: Geospatial information is on the way to

breaking out of the innovation centres man-

aged by technicians and will be of common
use. In 10 years from now the mainstream w'R,

be to use spatial information for decision-m"
ing, similar to the trend 10 years ago when

everybody got a mobile phone. These tools for



decision-making do not only apply to data
P--, Google Earth), but also to tools for rnov-

I, '5 in space (navigation) and managing time
in space (observing and forecasting trends). In

10 years from now nobody will have the

excuse of not knowing local and global trends

in our environment - similar to the major

improvements in weather forecasting of today.

Technical trends include web GIS (including

Earth Viewers such as Google Earth) and GNSS

and (airborne) laser scanning as effective data

acquisition techniques. I think that we could

even become bette r prepared for disaster and
risk management.

Our societies need more participatory plan-

ning, more options, more transparency and

thus bette r decision-making, in order to

become sustainable. Seeing a trend in time is

the precondition for measures on prepared-

ness. The industry is ahead because it earlier

and better knows the challenges and needs of

politics, societies and markets. The professions

must waste no time in preparing methods for

proper tuning of tools with data and how to
incorporate these into planning and decision-

making on a politi cal level.

'Shaping the Change' has been the
motto of your FIG presidency. In the last
four years has there been any one
solution or particular development that
best exemplifies that phrase?

On other issues the level of professional edu-

cation will increase, moving from educating

surveyors to educating surveyors and man-

agers. The role of land administration, indud-

ing new tools for ten ure in developing coun-
,~ -. and of comprehensive and actively

)IIctping land management, will be the focus.
We will also see an increase in so-called low

cost technologies.

HM: In today's complex world there are no

unique solutions or receipts. What we have

been doing is to get surveyors to be better
prepared to face global changes like globaliza-

tion, environmental changes, increasing civil

Latest News? Visit www.geoinformatics.com

Interview

'The truth is that the biggest problems fadng
humankind are in mega dties, especially in Aftica
and Asia, and are primarily a result of migration
from rural areas. Therefore, we have to solve both the
problems found in the countryside and the challenges
of the urban slums."

society, a need for bette r education and life-

long learning (Continuous Professional

Development), the free movement of labour

and the need for standards of qualification.

From the achievements of the FIG Council dur-

ing the past four years I would like to pick the

improved cooperation with sister organizations

such as the International Association of

Geodesy (lAG), International Society for

Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (lSPRS),
International Cartographic Association (ICA),

and the United Nations (UN). together with

some new projects such as those related to

disaster risk management and land ten ure pro

poor. Furthermore the growing awareness with-

in our membership of the need for broadening

surveyors activities and education. According to

the changed challenges to our profession, we

have amended our FIG definition of a surveyor.

Personally I am very happy with the progress

FIG has made as an international body and as

the 'global mother of all surveyors and survey-

ing'. This progress has been well received by

academicians and practitioners. We have

achieved a high standard and professionalism

for our events and work, and have restrue-

tured our internaiorganisation with a high ly

efficient working FIG Director. and a separate

office responsible for administration. As men-

tioned we have a lot of new members and

much bigger attendance to our meetings. The

Munich FIG with INTERGEOCongress 2006 has

marked new records. This increases the status

of FIG in speaking to world leaders and pro-

vides a good basis for the next FIG President
and Council.

Frank Artes (fartes@geoinformatics.com) is a

contributing editor of GeoInformatics.

For more information visit wwwJig.netand

www.landentwicklung-muenchen.de.
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